Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: It looks like a quiet start to a busy week as investors turn their attention to
corporate earnings. A slew of companies report this week. European leaders are still in negotiations to secure
a massive stimulus package. I hope it’s going better than Brexit negotiations. Not to be outdone, meetings in
Washington begin today on the next relief package expected to be around $1 trillion. Generous
unemployment benefits that have powered consumer spending expire in less than two weeks. Can risk assets
rally without more free money from the government? Jack Ma’s Ant Group plans to IPO in Hong Kong and
Shanghai. China bounced +3% after last week’s selloff. Europe trades mixed as they await stimulus plans.
S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -4.98, 10-Yr Yield: 0.613%.
CORE Headlines:
 Oil major Chevron said it agreed to buy Noble Energy in an all-stock deal, valuing the Houston-based
oil and gas producer at $5 billion.-Reuters
 Britain has signed deals to secure 90 million doses of two possible COVID-19 vaccines from an alliance
of Pfizer and BioNTech, and French group Valneva, the business ministry said.-Reuters
 Signs emerged that leaders of northern European Union countries were willing to compromise on a $2
trillion coronavirus stimulus plan as talks in Brussels extended to a fourth day.-Reuters
 Business executives who were bracing for a months-long disruption due to the coronavirus are now
thinking in terms of years—their job has changed from riding it out to reinventing roles and
strategies.-WSJ
 Momentum stocks such as TSLA and MRNA are leading the stock-market surge despite never
recording a full-year profit—they are attracting buyers unconcerned with market fundamentals who
are instead focused on future potential and recent performance.-WSJ
 Story says Democratic governor Lujan Grisham of New Mexico has taken tough measures to counter
the pandemic in her state, and that presumptive presidential nominee Joe Biden is considering her as
a possible running mate.-WSJ
 NFLX: Streaming giants “has been a clear winner through Covid, but as the world returns to more
normal life, subscriber growth is likely to slow," said Macquarie analyst Tim Nollen, but Cowen
analyst John Blackledge thinks Netflix is being conservative with its Q3 subscriber guidance.-IBD
 Lyft will provide 60,000 drivers with polycarbonate shields to install between the front and rear seats
of their cars, starting with seven major cities including New York, Los Angeles, and Boston.-NYP
 Though tourism is returning to southern Europe, from Portugal to Greece, its restart has been
sluggish amid new outbreaks in some countries—bookings are down 80 percent in Italy despite
government incentives, and ferries to Greece are only half full.-NYT
 The UK signaled that it will join allies in suspending its extradition treaty with Hong Kong, citing
Beijing’s “egregious human rights abuses” against China’s Uighur minority, the latest sign of
deteriorating bilateral ties between the two countries.-FT
 European Union leaders remain deadlocked in talks about the bloc’s proposed €750B response to the
coronavirus pandemic as they seek to overcome regional divisions, laying bare deep differences over
the size, design, and conditions attached to the package of loans and grants.-FT
 Politicians on both sides of the aisle had scathing words and warnings for TWTR after a hacker was
able to infiltrate the service and send requests for bitcoin from a number of high-profile accounts.Recode
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Hong Kong Chief Exec Lam orders new social distancing measures following recent surge in
coronavirus cases; Lam says the situation is "really critical" and sees no sign that it is under control.TTN
Defense Secretary Mark Esper issued a memo that effectively banned troops from flying the
Confederate flag, bypassing Trump’s objection to an outright ban, saying the move would further
improve the morale, cohesion, and readiness’ of the armed forces.-WSJ wkend
A federal court ordered the DACA, or “Dreamers,” program for undocumented immigrants brought to
the US as children to be restored to the way it operated before the Trump administration tried to
cancel it in September 2017.-WSJwkend

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Guardian: Pilot’s view of 747 jumbo jet, as it gets retired https://bit.ly/2WCMvdX
 WaPost: Superspreading events propel coronavirus. Good piece. https://wapo.st/2DTa1fY
 Morning Brew: How to cold email your way into a job https://bit.ly/2OEcYDd
 ScholarsStage: Tradition is smarter than you are. Long and nerdy, but good.
https://bit.ly/30qDeqs Henrich advances the argument that brain-power alone is not enough to
explain why humans are such a successful species. Humans, he argues, are not nearly as intelligent as
we think they are. Remove them from the culture and environment they have learned to operate in
and they fail quickly.
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
In US construction, the June building permits figure was a bit softer than the market was expecting
(second chart).
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However, the weakness was all in multi-family housing.
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Here is the permits situation for single-family housing without the usual seasonal adjustments.
Residential construction remains robust.

The U. Michigan Consumer Sentiment report surprised to the downside as confidence took a turn for
the worse in July.
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This chart illustrates the impact of expanded unemployment benefits on spending. Government cash
is the reason we saw such a sharp rebound in retail sales.
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Source: @GregDaco, JPMorgan Chase Institute; Read full article

The federal aid is also the reason spending by lower-income consumers recovered faster. Will the
government extend the current unemployment benefits beyond July?
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Source: The Daily Feather

Here the US fiscal response vs. the rest of the world (% of GDP).

Source: Goldman Sachs

Investment managers have been bullish. (Contra-indicator?)
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Source: National Association of Active Investment Managers, h/t @ISABELNET_SA

The iShares global equity ETF has formed a golden cross. (Definition: https://bit.ly/2COqi5q )

The market has been signaling a pause in US recovery.
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Source: Gavekal

Below is a look at market performance year-to-date. (I know we keep harping on it, but Value vs
Growth performance has just been stunning.)
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Source: Pavilion Global Markets

China's households increasingly own more than one property. (Good article in the link on this
allocation of capital towards real estate and how it is hurting Chinese productivity.)

Source: @WSJ; Read full article

Bitcoin has been locked in a range.
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Silver is still lagging gold year-to-date, but the gap is closing.

Brent crude is holding resistance.
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Here is a summary of the Fed's credit/liquidity facilities.
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Source: Pictet Wealth Management , @ChatelainRenaud

The most profitable company in each state:
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Source: @howmuch_net; Read full article

US sports betting revenues (projections): (Draftkings is +230% YTD)

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Children adopted from outside the US:

Source: @WSJ; Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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